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ART BY ANTONIO CITTERIO:
ARCHISTAR DEBUTS IN THE USA
The iconic luxury residential complex will rise in 2018 in Miami, in the
Surfside neighborhood: it is the first building designed by Citterio in the United
States.
Gaia Passi

Sorgerà to Miami, in the exclusive district of Surfside, the first building built by the
studio Antonio Citterio Patricia Viel in the United States: the Italian architect - known
throughout the world for its iconic projects like the Bulgari Hotel in Milan, Dubai ,
London and Bali and the Mandarin Oriental in Milan - is working on a new luxury
residential complex that will be inaugurated in	
  2018. Antonio Citterio's artwork will
extend over 15,000 square meters, with over 4,000 square feet of private oceanfront
beach.

Citterio was inspired by the strong
architectural tradition of Miami,
particularly in the style of the 1930s. The
exterior of the building is divided into a
series of large terraces, built as real
outdoor rooms. For exteriors, the
architect chose to use Roman travertine
and oak wood, reflecting sunlight and,
over time, gaining charm and
character. Brass elements were used in
the fixtures, to counteract the clear
shades of stone and wood.
Art residents will have a range of topnotch services, such as indoor and
outdoor pools, a spa, gym, tennis court
and golf simulator, as well as a clubhouse
that will be on the opposite side of the
street. The lush surrounding landscape is
designed by Enzo Enea, a
renowned landscape architecture
studio . The garden represents the ideal
continuation of spa spaces. In front of the
building, ART artist's sculptures by
Robert Indiana.
Art will be one of the flagships of Surfside, the neighborhood lying between South
Beach and Bal Harbor, which has been attracting the attention of architects around the
world for some time. Prior to Citterio, Richard Meier and Renzo Piano chose this' Area
for their author architectures.

http://ad.vfnetwork.it/architettura/2017/07/21/arte-antonio-citterio-larchistar-debuttanegli-usa/

